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ABSTRACT

This article answers two questions: How has the Supreme Court of Canada’s *Mitchell v Minister of National Revenue* decision been operationalized by trial-level courts? Based on these findings, does this decision make room for Aboriginal title and rights claimants to contest dominant understandings of Indigenous presence in the Canadian settler state? Examining the reasoning of six trial-level court decisions, this article finds that *Mitchell* was operationalized in four of the cases to exclude Indigenous oral history evidence. In its application by trial courts, this article argues that *Mitchell* does not create opportunities for Indigenous challenges to colonial spatial relationships.
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INTRODUCTION

As lawyers we don’t have to take any responsibility to construct a world. We only have to destroy another’s construction. We say no. We are the civilized, comfortable, well-heeled carriers of no. We thrive on it. Other races die. ¹

Leslie Hall Pinder, Counsel in Delgamuukw v British Columbia

In the 1997 Supreme Court of Canada decision, Delgamuukw v British Columbia,² Chief Justice Lamer held that the laws of evidence are to be “adapted” to ensure that oral history is “accommodated and placed on an equal footing” with written forms of evidence in the context of Indigenous land and rights claims.³ In 2001, the Supreme Court provided further instruction on the use of oral history evidence in its Mitchell v Minister of National Revenue⁴ decision. Following the guidance provided by Canada’s highest court in these two cases, recent scholarship suggests that lower courts continue to struggle with the admissibility and weighing of oral history evidence in the context of Indigenous land and rights litigation.⁵

The purpose of this article is to answer two research questions: How has the Supreme Court’s Mitchell decision been operationalized by trial-level courts across Canada? And, based on these findings, does this decision make room for Aboriginal title and rights claimants to contest dominant understandings of Indigenous presence in the settler Canadian state? Drawing on critical legal geography scholarship, this article will ultimately argue that by offering Indigenous oral history evidence, claimants have the opportunity to challenge and resist colonial spatializations.

In answering the first question, this article tracks the reasoning of six trial-level court decisions: Benoit v Canada;⁶ Attorney General of Canada v Anishnabe of Wauzhushk Onigum Band et al;⁷ Queen v Drew et al;⁸ White Bear First Nations v Saskatchewan (Environment);⁹ Couchiching FN et al v AG Canada et al;¹⁰ and R v Dickson.¹¹ It finds that the direction provided by the

3. Ibid at para 87.
4. 2001 SCC 33 [Mitchell].
7. 2002 CarswellOnt 3212 (WL Can) (Ont Sup Ct), rev’d on other grounds, 2003 CarswellOnt 4835 (WL Can) (ONCA) [Anishnabe of Wauzhushk].
10. 2014 ONSC 1076 [Couchiching FN].
11. 2017 ABPC 315 [Dickson].
Supreme Court of Canada in *Mitchell* was operationalized in four out of the six cases to exclude, rather than include, Indigenous oral history evidence. This research provides insight into how the principles articulated in *Mitchell* have been applied in practice by trial-level courts. If deemed admissible and given equal and due weight, oral history has the ability to be “expressions”\(^{12}\) of Indigenous presence and relationship to the land.

In answering the second question, this article engages in an exercise in what legal geography scholar, Antonia Layard, would call “reading law spatially.”\(^{13}\) “Reading law spatially” involves shifting the focus of analysis away from the “law first” and toward “a grounded perspective beginning in the site or event.” It helps us to “understand how spatial and legal practices co-produce (for example) wildlife reserves, protests or homelessness,”\(^{14}\) or, as in the case of this article, toward a focus on how the application of the law has actual spatial effects— whether by reinforcing existing spatial relationships or creating new ones.

Scholarship connecting law with geography posits that the “[l]aw is seen not as distinct, but as enmeshed with space.”\(^{15}\) Alternatively, “the law is a socially constructed institution, that is produced within space and helps to produce space.”\(^{16}\) Critical legal geography helps reveal the inner workings of power that are often rendered invisible by focusing on the location of the law’s impact and the targets of its uneven effects.\(^{17}\) Put simply, a legal geographical perspective illuminates how the law materially changes and often determines the meaning of the spaces that we inhabit. In the context of the kinds of Aboriginal rights and land claims to be explored in this article, judicial pronouncements may alter uses and ownership over particular lands having negative spatial implications for Indigenous peoples.

This article will begin with a general overview of the evidentiary challenges that arise when Indigenous communities present oral history evidence to courts. Next, it will discuss how Supreme Court of Canada case law addressing oral history evidence has evolved up until *Mitchell*. It will then analyze six trial-level court decisions involving Indigenous claimants seeking to adduce oral history evidence and the courts relying on *Mitchell* in their reasons to either include or exclude this evidence altogether. In a concluding section, this article will argue that by taking a more restrictive evidentiary approach in *Mitchell*, the Supreme Court

---


\(^{14}\) Ibid.

\(^{15}\) Deborah G Martin, Alexander W Scherr & Christopher City, “Making Law, Making Place: Lawyers and the Production of Space” (2010) 34:2 Progress in Human Geography 175 at 177 [emphasis in original].

\(^{16}\) Ibid at 179.

has made it more difficult for Indigenous claimants to offer this kind of evidence. Drawing
from various legal geography scholars, this article finds that, based on its application by trial
court judges, the Mitchell decision does not create increased opportunities for Indigenous
claimants to offer alternative understandings of Indigenous presence. Rather, trial court judges
use portions of the judgment to reinforce existing colonial spatial relationships.

I. METHODOLOGY

A selective case study approach was adopted in this article to explore how trial-level courts
have analyzed and applied the Mitchell decision. Mitchell has been cited in the case law over
200 times. To narrow the scope of this paper, cases were selected from trial-level courts that
reference the Mitchell decision from 2002—2019 and particularly cite paragraph 39 of this
judgment, which is set out in full below.

Each of these cases was then selected based on whether or not the issue in the case was about
Indigenous land and/or treaty rights and whether there was a substantive discussion about
oral history. The significant 2007 decision of the British Columbia Supreme Court, Tsilhqot’in
Nation v British Columbia,18 where the oral history of Tsilhqot’in First Nation was deemed
admissible, is not included in the application section of this article. While this case does
provide insight into how trial-level courts apply the Delgamuukw and Mitchell decisions,
Justice Vickers did not specifically cite paragraph 39 of Chief Justice McLachlin’s judgment
in Mitchell. However, leading up to his 2007 Tsilhqot’in decision, Justice Vickers set out a
framework for determining the admissibility of oral history evidence offered by the Tsilhqot’in
Nation in William et al v British Columbia et al, which will be briefly discussed in Part V.

Given that this article focuses on trial-level court decisions only, this research is limited by
the small sample of cases selected. Future research might explore how appellate level courts
have considered and operationalized the Mitchell decision since its release in 2001.

II. DIFFICULTIES WITH INDIGENOUS ORAL HISTORY EVIDENCE

The oral character of Indigenous histories has proved to be an evidentiary challenge for
Indigenous claimants trying to assert claims for land title and treaty rights in Canadian courts.
These claimants are at a “disadvantage if a major source of their knowledge, transmitted
orally, across time, and in a distinctive style, cannot meaningfully be entered as evidence.”19
Indigenous claimants asserting title and/or treaty rights must meet distinct legal tests in
which they bear the burden of proof on a balance of probabilities. Proving these rights is a
particularly onerous task because courts have been reluctant to admit and give equal weight
to oral histories, which are the basis of Indigenous historical traditions.20

18 2007 BCSC 1700 [Tsilhqot’in].
19 Bruce Granville Miller, “Introduction” in Oral History on Trial: Recognizing Aboriginal Narratives in the
Scholarship in this area has identified a variety of evidentiary difficulties for Indigenous claimants trying to adduce oral history, such as the “best evidence” rule and the parole evidence rule.21 The primary reason why oral history evidence is different from other types of presumptively admissible evidence is because it violates the rule against hearsay. It is therefore presumptively inadmissible, subject to a number of exceptions.22

Put simply, hearsay is “an out-of-court statement offered for the truth of its contents,” where there is no opportunity to “contemporaneously” cross-examine the person who made the statement.23 Indigenous oral histories, which are passed down over generations, are considered to be hearsay because they are offered to prove the truth of their contents and the person who originally made the statement is deceased and cannot testify in court.24 Jan Vansina, an anthropologist and accepted expert in the Tsilhqot’in case, made the distinction between oral histories, which relate to accounts about events and situations which are contemporary and occurred within the witness’ lifetime, and oral traditions, which are not contemporary to the witness’ lifetime and are instead “verbal messages from the past beyond the present generation.”25 Despite these definitional differences, oral history and oral traditions have been used interchangeably by the Supreme Court of Canada and are subject to hearsay rules.26 In this article, the term “oral history” is used because it aligns with much of the scholarship in this area.

Strict applications of the rule against hearsay have the effect of excluding oral history evidence, which impacts the ability of Indigenous communities to meet required legal tests and successfully assert their claims for treaty rights and land title. Despite these challenges, oral history evidence can be admitted by courts as an exception to the hearsay rule. Indigenous oral histories, unlike historical documents, are not a category of a recognized exception on their own under the law of evidence. Instead, these histories may be admitted if they fall into one of the existing exceptions (i.e. public and general rights) or if they meet the requirements of necessity and reliability.27

Even where oral history evidence is deemed admissible as an exception to the hearsay rule, it may not be given equal or any weight. The familiarity with and rationale underlying the rule against hearsay renders oral history “suspect” to trial judges when weighing this evidence.28 Although the Supreme Court of Canada provided some guidance related to

22 See Drake, supra note 5 at 285.
23 Hamish Stewart et al, Evidence: A Canadian Casebook, 4th ed (Toronto: Emond Montgomery, 2016) at 130; Drake, supra note 5 at 283 [emphasis in original].
24 See Drake, supra note 5 at 284.
27 See Drake, supra note 5 at 286.
28 See Michael Asch & Catherine Bell, “Definition and Interpretation of Fact in Canadian Aboriginal Title Litigation: An Analysis of Delgamuukw” (1994) 19:2 Queen’s LJ 503 at 533—34.
weight in Delgamuukw and Mitchell, trial judges may still find that the oral history evidence presented cannot be given more weight “than it can reasonably support” or find written forms of evidence to be more “reliable.”

Carving out a new exception for oral history evidence, similar to the existing one for historical documents, might enable access to justice for Indigenous claimants from an evidentiary perspective. More specifically, as Karen Drake argues, a recognized exception would result in oral history evidence being presumptively admissible, and therefore, less likely to be marked as suspicious. However, while creating a recognized exception will ensure that oral history evidence is automatically admissible, it may not be viewed as unsuspicious by judges. Indeed, “no matter how thoughtfully oral tradition is performed, an appreciation of its messages anticipates—and requires—a receptive audience.”

Moreover, the rule against hearsay, like all other rules of evidence, was developed “in the shadow of the adversary system.” In this system, an impartial decision-maker decides on an issue after hearing the position of both parties. The underlying idea of the adversarial system is that individuals are self-interested and, by having each party present their side and then attack the other, the truth will emerge. However, in a context where written forms of evidence are viewed as “objective” and “scientific,” and therefore more trustworthy than oral forms of evidence, what counts as “the truth” favors one side over the other.

In 1996, the historical traditions of Aboriginal peoples were described by the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples as “neither linear nor steeped in the same notions of social progress and evolution” compared to “non-aboriginal” historical traditions. The Commission further noted that Aboriginal oral histories are “subjective” because they include “facts enmeshed in the stories of a lifetime.” This description was cited by Chief Justice Lamer in Delgamuukw and continues to pervade judicial understanding of oral history evidence offered by Indigenous claimants. It seems then that it is not simply the “oralness” of oral history evidence that leads judges to approach this type of evidence with skepticism. Rather, it is the oral character of the evidence, combined with Indigenous ways of storytelling, viewed as factually imprecise, that leads judges to reject this evidence at face value.

Even though there is a “tendency to dichotomize oral and documentary history,” the differences between these types of evidence should not be overgeneralized. Indeed, oral and written history evidence share many similarities; for example, they are both influenced

---

29 Milward, supra note 5 at 288.
30 See Drake, supra note 5.
31 Cruickshank, supra note 12 at 34.
32 McLeod, supra note 21 at 1280—81.
33 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37 Delgamuukw, supra note 2 at para 85.
38 Borrows, supra note 34 at 15.
by the life experiences and backgrounds of their creators. John Borrows suggests using methods triangulation to scrutinize either of these types of historical evidence. This might involve testing oral history evidence, for example, against academic work, family histories, journals, Indian agency correspondence and notes, maps and government materials, among other sources to produce a detailed, cohesive account of the past. However, judges continue to draw sharp distinctions between written and oral histories, favoring the former. Until the suggestions of scholars, such as Borrows and others, on how judges should interact with oral histories are seriously taken up, judicial preference for documentary forms of evidence continues to be one barrier, among many, for claimants of Aboriginal rights and/or title.

III. EVOLUTION OF CASE LAW ON INDIGENOUS ORAL HISTORY EVIDENCE

In the earlier jurisprudence of the Supreme Court of Canada, the Court recognized the evidentiary difficulties that Indigenous communities face. For example, in the 1985 decision *Simon v the Queen*, Chief Justice Dickson stated that since the Micmacs kept oral rather than written historical records, “imposing an impossible burden of proof would, in effect, render nugatory any right to hunt that a present-day Shubenacadie Micmac Indian would otherwise be entitled to invoke based on this Treaty.” Since then, the Supreme Court has more explicitly stated that the rules of evidence must be adapted to accommodate Indigenous oral history evidence.

In *R v Van der Peet*, Chief Justice Lamer held that courts should approach evidentiary rules and “interpret” evidence:

> with a consciousness of the special nature of aboriginal claims, and of the evidentiary difficulties in proving a right which originates in times where there were no written records of the practices, customs and traditions engaged in. The courts must not undervalue the evidence presented by aboriginal claimants simply because that evidence does not conform precisely with the evidentiary standards that would be applied in, for example, a private law torts case.

In *Delgamuukw*, a claim was first brought by Gitxsan and Wet’suwet’en hereditary chiefs in 1984 for historical ownership and use over 58,000 square kilometers of land in British Columbia. At trial, Chief Justice McEachern of the British Columbia Supreme Court

---

39 Ibid at 17.
40 Ibid at 19.
41 See e.g. Milward, supra note 5.
42 See Kirsten Anker, “Aboriginal Title and Alternative Cartographies” (2018) 11:1 Erasmus L Rev 14 (Meaningful participation by Indigenous peoples in legal proceedings is often frustrated by “multiple and entrenched factors,” including trauma from “compounded injustices,” and high levels of poverty and disease, as a result of historical and ongoing colonization at 18).
45 Delgamuukw, supra note 2 at para 7.
admitted the Gitxsan *adaawk* and the Wet’suwet’en *kungax*—both forms of oral history—as evidence under the existing exception for public and general rights and “out of necessity,” but ultimately rejected their claim for ownership and jurisdiction. On appeal, the claim shifted from ownership and jurisdiction to Aboriginal title and self-government.

At the Supreme Court of Canada, Chief Justice Lamer, writing for the majority, recognized the importance of “adapt[ing] the laws of evidence so that the aboriginal perspective on their practices, customs and traditions and on their relationship with the land, are given due weight by the courts ... [since] those histories play a crucial role in the litigation of aboriginal rights.” Acknowledging the challenges with oral history evidence as proof of Aboriginal rights and title, the Chief Justice then went on to state that “the laws of evidence must be adapted in order that this type of evidence can be accommodated and placed on an equal footing with the types of historical evidence that courts are familiar with, which largely consists of historical documents,” on a case-by-case basis. Applying this approach to the trial judge’s decision, Chief Justice Lamer concluded that the trial judge erred in giving no independent weight to the oral histories and ordered a new trial, but did not make a determination regarding Aboriginal title.

In the 2001 Supreme Court of Canada *Mitchell* decision, the question before the Court was “whether the Mohawk Canadians of Akwesasne have the right to bring goods into Canada from the United States for collective use and trade with other First Nations without paying customs duties.” Both the majority and the dissent found that the right was not established. Chief Justice McLachlin, writing for the majority, provided guidance about both the admissibility and weighing of oral history evidence. On admissibility, Chief Justice McLachlin stated that “[t]he flexible adaptation of traditional rules of evidence to the challenge of doing justice in aboriginal claims is but an application of the time-honoured principle that the rules of evidence are not “cast in stone, nor are they enacted in a vacuum.” She then went on to state that oral histories are admissible “when they are both useful and reasonably reliable, subject always to the exclusionary discretion of the trial judge.”

On the issue of weight, Chief Justice McLachlin began by quoting from the *Delgamuukw* decision that “it is imperative that the laws of evidence operate to ensure that the aboriginal perspective is “given due weight by the courts.” However, she then went on to provide the following caution, at paragraph 39 of her reasons, regarding the utility of oral histories:

> There is a boundary that must not be crossed between a sensitive application and a complete abandonment of the rules of evidence. As Binnie J. observed in the context of treaty rights, “[g]enerous rules of interpretation should not be confused with a vague

---

46 Drake, supra note 5 at 286. See also *Delgamuukw*, supra note 2 at para 95.
47 See *Delgamuukw*, supra note 2 at para 73.
48 Ibid at para 84.
49 Ibid at para 87.
50 *Mitchell*, supra note 4 at para 1.
51 Ibid at para 30.
52 Ibid at para 31.
53 Ibid at para 37.
sense of after-the-fact largesse.” In particular, the Van der Peet approach does not operate to amplify the cogency of evidence adduced in support of an aboriginal claim. Evidence advanced in support of aboriginal claims, like the evidence offered in any case, can run the gamut of cogency from the highly compelling to the highly dubious. Claims must still be established on the basis of persuasive evidence demonstrating their validity on the balance of probabilities. Placing “due weight” on the aboriginal perspective, or ensuring its supporting evidence an “equal footing” with more familiar forms of evidence, means precisely what these phrases suggest: equal and due treatment. While the evidence presented by aboriginal claimants should not be undervalued “simply because that evidence does not conform precisely with the evidentiary standards that would be applied in, for example, a private law torts case”, neither should it be artificially strained to carry more weight than it can reasonably support. If this is an obvious proposition, it must nonetheless be stated.\footnote{Ibid at para 39 [citations omitted].}

This paragraph signalled a more restrictive approach to oral history evidence than that laid out by the Supreme Court in Delgamuukw. Part IV of this article will track how paragraph 39 has been operationalized by trial-level courts.

\section*{IV. THE APPLICATION OF MITCHELL IN CANADIAN TRIAL COURTS}

The six trial-level court decisions, presented in chronological order below, employ paragraph 39 of the Mitchell decision in determining the admissibility of oral history evidence offered by Indigenous claimants. The main finding from these cases is that Mitchell is more often used to exclude, rather than include, offers of Indigenous oral history evidence. Even in the cases where oral history evidence is included, it is often given little to no weight.

\subsection*{A. Benoit v Canada}

In 1899, to open the Peace-Athabasca country for settlement, the Government of Canada secured an agreement with the Cree and Dene people for what is now Treaty 8.\footnote{Benoit, supra note 6 at para 3.} At the time the treaty was negotiated, the Treaty Commissioners acting for Canada relayed to the government that “an assurance was made by them to Aboriginal People that the Treaty did not ‘open the way to the imposition of any tax.’”\footnote{Ibid at para 4.} The Aboriginal party to the agreement believed that the assurance meant that they would not, at any time, have tax imposed on them. Given this, the Aboriginal plaintiffs in Benoit v Canada, a 2002 decision of the Federal Court of Canada, challenged the “constitutional applicability of Federal taxation provisions to beneficiaries of the Treaty.”\footnote{Ibid.} A preliminary issue to be decided in this dispute was to find a “reasonable meaning” of the assurance made, at the time of negotiation, in the minds of both the Treaty Commissioners and the Aboriginal people. Justice Campbell not only admitted the oral history evidence offered by the Aboriginal plaintiffs, but heavily relied on it to make his determination as to the meaning of the assurance.

\footnotesize{\bibliography{references}}
In examining the oral evidence, including the testimony of three elders and transcript evidence taken from elders 30 years ago, Justice Campbell held that the assurance was understood as a tax exemption by the Aboriginal plaintiffs, and therefore was an enforceable treaty right.58 As an example, one Elder, Joe Willier, provided the following oral history evidence when called at trial:

My father and his generation of leaders told me they were being paid for the land. The Commissioner promised that we would never have to pay tax. He said: “You will always be free from tax because you have already paid through selling your land.” My uncles, Chief Keenooshayoo, and Headman Moostoos, paid for those rights for us for the future when they sold the land. They paid for our taxes forever when they sold the land. It is my belief that is what is wrong with the GST (Goods and Services Tax).59

Though Justice Campbell commented that paragraph 39 of Mitchell should be read as a caution when dealing with oral history evidence,60 he accepted the evidence provided by the Aboriginal plaintiffs, further stating that “if an Aboriginal person is considered qualified to give evidence of oral tradition, that person is entitled to have weight accorded to his or her evidence unless some certain reason exists for not doing so.”61

However, this decision was reversed in 2003 by the Federal Court of Appeal, which held that the evidence adduced at trial could not support Justice Campbell’s decision.62 Specifically citing paragraph 39 of the Mitchell decision, the Court stated that “the Trial Judge crossed the boundary which McLachlin C.J. warned against in Mitchell v. Minister of National Revenue.”63 Looking in particular at how Mr. Willier’s evidence was treated by the trial judge, Justice Stone, writing for the Court, again relying on paragraph 39 of Mitchell, stated that:

With respect, I fail to see how Mr. Willier’s answer that he had not been told that he had to pay tax can be transformed into an answer that his people had received a treaty promise exempting them from taxation. In my view, this is exactly what McLachlin C.J. had in mind when she stated in Mitchell, supra, that oral history evidence should not be artificially strained to carry more weight that it can reasonably support. Whatever Mr. Willier had in mind in giving his answer, he certainly did not say, nor can he be taken to have said, that he had been told that his people understood that they had been exempted from taxation.64

Overall, the Federal Court of Appeal’s 2003 decision, which relies on paragraph 39 of Mitchell to reverse the trial judge’s 2002 decision, is an early example of how Chief Justice McLachlin’s comments in Mitchell were used to approach oral history evidence in a cautious manner.

---

58 Ibid at para 8.
59 Ibid at para 227.
60 Ibid at para 212.
61 Ibid at para 285.
62 See Benoit FCA, supra note 6.
63 Ibid at para 23.
64 Ibid at para 91.
B. Attorney General of Canada v Anishnabe of Wauzhushk Onigum Band et al

This 2002 Ontario Superior Court decision showcases the Court’s favoritism towards documentary evidence. Here, the main question before the Court was, “[f]or which of the Respondent Indian Bands was the Agency One Reserve … set apart?”65 Since 1908, the federal government treated the Rainy Lake Bands as the only bands having any interest in the reserve, but various land transactions had been carried out by third parties since that time. This led the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development to be concerned that these transactions may lead to disputes, prompting the Attorney General of Canada to submit this question to the Superior Court.66

In this case, oral history evidence was offered by way of an affidavit from the Rainy River and Rainy Lake Bands, though Justice Smith did not describe in any detail the contents of this evidence. After setting out the three-part test for admitting oral history evidence and referring to Chief Justice McLachlin’s comments at paragraph 39 in Mitchell, Justice Smith stated: “[i]t is important to receive the Aboriginal perspective in deciding cases such as this. Oral history is of great assistance, however, it must not be blindly accepted nor should it be preferred over documentary evidence if the accuracy of the documentary evidence is established.”67 He went on to say, “[i]n the instant case the “oral evidence” while of some help, was vague and frequently not directly related to the issues before the court.”68 Ultimately, Justice Smith relied on documentary evidence from 1908 to 1976 of three land surrenders, which were “all uniform, consistent and signed by the same parties.” Using only this evidence, Justice Smith came to the conclusion that the land was set aside for the Rainy Lake Bands, rather than an Order in Council and the accompanying oral history evidence offered.69

In this case, paragraph 39 of the Mitchell decision was operationalized to exclude the Indigenous oral history evidence offered by the claimants in this case. Justice Smith’s comments provide further evidence of Borrows’ point that, when confronted with oral history, judges have a tendency to “disregard” or “downplay” its use in favor of written evidence.70

C. Queen v Drew et al

Next, in this 2003 decision of the Newfoundland and Labrador Supreme Court, two central issues were to be decided. First, whether the Mi’kmaw of Conne River had Aboriginal hunting rights based on their presence on the Island of Newfoundland either before European contact or before the assertion of British sovereignty. Second, whether they could claim treaty rights based on treaties between the British and Mi’kmaw of Nova Scotia from the 18th century.71

65 Anishnabe of Wauzhushk, supra note 7 at para 2.
66 Ibid at paras 28, 30.
67 Ibid at para 57.
68 Ibid at para 58.
69 Ibid at para 80.
70 Borrows, supra note 34 at 14.
71 See Drew, supra note 8 at para 1.
This action was commenced by the Province under Newfoundland’s *Lands Act* for an order that the defendants be found wrongfully in possession of Crown lands and that their hunting cabins be removed from the Bay du Nord Wilderness Area.\(^72\)

The defendants countered that the cabin removal notices should be “vacated” because they are Aboriginal people within the definition of “Indian” under the *Indian Act* and are on an “Indian reserve.” Additionally, the Wilderness Area is made up of some territory that the Mi’kmaq have traditionally relied on for “subsistence” and to exercise their rights to fish, hunt and trap, which are constitutionally protected.\(^73\) Ultimately, Justice Barry rejected these arguments, held that the defendant’s did not adequately make out their claims for Aboriginal or treaty rights, and ordered that their cabins be removed from the Wilderness Area.

Much of the evidence offered by the defendants in this case was archaeological or documentary, rather than oral historical. One Elder though, John Nicholas Jeddore, testified that going on the country for food and furs “was important, because that was our life. That’s the way we lived. To us, there was no other way. To me and my father, there was no other way.”\(^74\) However, his evidence only dated back to 1930 and was mainly biographical.\(^75\) In refusing to give any weight to the limited oral history evidence offered by the defendants, which included the live testimony of Mi’kmaq elders, Justice Barry stated that “[t]he information provided by the Elders at Conne River, while reflecting the rich life of Mi’kmaq in the Province, did not refer back far enough to establish the time when Mi’kmaq presence in Newfoundland commenced.”\(^76\)

Justice Barry went on to say that, “[t]he *Mitchell* decision suggests that evidence that is tenuous and scanty,” such as that provided by the defendant’s in this case, “will be insufficient for the purposes of proving an aboriginal rights claim.”\(^77\) He followed this statement by quoting Chief Justice McLachlin’s comments in paragraph 39 of *Mitchell* in full, demonstrating again that this particular passage is being used to put limits on the uses of oral history evidence in Aboriginal rights and land claims.

**D. White Bear First Nations v Saskatchewan (Environment)**

In this case, heard and decided in 2009 by the Saskatchewan Queen’s Bench, the Minister of the Environment issued two permits to Harvest Operations Corporation allowing for oil and gas exploration in Moose Mountain Provincial Park.\(^78\) The White Bear First Nation filed an application for judicial review to seek an order quashing the permits and requiring the Minister to consult with White Bear.\(^79\) In support of their application, White Bear filed an affidavit from Chief Brian Standingready containing oral history evidence.\(^80\) The Minister

---

72 Ibid at para 2.
73 Ibid at para 3.
74 Ibid at para 59.
75 Ibid at para 206.
76 Ibid at para 540.
77 Ibid at para 549.
78 See *White Bear First Nations*, supra note 9 at para 2.
79 Ibid at para 3.
80 Ibid.
objected to portions of this affidavit and applied to strike them out for being irrelevant and/or inadmissible as hearsay. Here, Justice Ball took a flexible approach to the rule against hearsay stating that:

[ex]cluding demonstrably trustworthy evidence from affidavits based on an archaic, overly rigid application of “the rule against hearsay” would hinder the search for truth in many situations. In this case, it would operate to exclude virtually all properly grounded oral history evidence from the affidavit of Chief Standingready.81

Justice Ball then went on to state that the Supreme Court of Canada’s jurisprudence, including the Delgamuukw and Mitchell decisions, requires oral history evidence to be given by “qualified” persons.82 For the Supreme Court, an Aboriginal witness is qualified to give oral history evidence if they “represent a reasonably reliable source of the particular people’s history.”83 In assessing whether a witness is “a reasonably reliable source” of oral history, courts in the past have inquired into the background of the witness (i.e. their Aboriginal ancestry, birth place, band membership, inability to speak English, etc.) and of their oral history sources (i.e. identity of the source, age of the witness at the “time of conveyance,” and their reputation in the community, etc.).84 Here, the claimants argued that Chief Standingready was properly qualified as he had been Chief of the White Bear First Nations intermittently for the last 32 years and it had been confirmed that his affidavit represented the perspective of the Nation.85 However, Justice Ball did not provide much relevant description of the contents of the affidavit. Justice Ball ultimately concluded that the Chief’s “qualifications” fell below the standard set out by the Supreme Court of Canada and much of the affidavit evidence was struck.86

In this case, Justice Ball used Supreme Court jurisprudence, including the Mitchell decision, to exclude the Indigenous oral history evidence offered, but did not rely on paragraph 39 of this judgment to do so. However, Justice Ball did go on to quote paragraph 39 of the Mitchell decision after stating that the Supreme Court in Delgamuukw held that the rules of evidence must be “adapted.”87 In doing so, Justice Ball demonstrates an awareness that a line must not be crossed in admitting oral history evidence and stretching the rules of evidence too far or abandoning them altogether.

81 Ibid at para 26.
82 Ibid at paras 27—28.
83 Ibid at para 28, citing Mitchell, supra note 4 at para 33.
85 See White Bear First Nations, supra note 9 at para 10.
86 Ibid at para 32.
87 Ibid at para 29.
E. Couchiching FN et al v AG Canada et al

In a 2014 decision of the Ontario Superior Court, the Couchiching First Nation called three elders to give oral history evidence regarding “Ojibway use and occupation of the Agency One Reserve site” prior to its formation in the 1870s. The oral history evidence presented here was deemed admissible.

When reviewing the general principles regarding the assessment of oral history evidence in Aboriginal land and treaty claims from Delgamuukw and Mitchell, Justice Fregeau stated that Chief Justice McLachlin “cautioned that there is a boundary between a sensitive application and a complete abandonment of the rules of evidence that must not be crossed.” This is similar to the judicial interpretation and understanding of paragraph 39 of the Mitchell decision in the Anishnabe of Wauzhushk and White Bear First Nations decisions, among others mentioned above.

In this case, Justice Fregeau found the oral history evidence of one Elder, Fred Major, to be admissible. Mr. Major provided insight into the use and occupation of the Reserve site prior to the signing of Treaty 3, which led to the creation of the Reserve, stating that “our people” were “living there” before the “Europeans” arrived. Based on information relayed to him by his grandfather, Mr. Major also described where and how the Ojibway fished in the area, as well as explained that they used a nearby beach to build birch bark canoes. Despite finding Mr. Major’s evidence to be persuasive, and therefore entitled to equal and due treatment, Justice Fregeau concluded that all of the evidence, including Mr. Major’s, failed “to establish, on a balance of probabilities, that the site of the Agency One Reserve held any special significance to the Ojibway of the region in the historical period prior to the signing of Treaty #3.” This resulted in the dismissal of the plaintiffs’ claim for a declaration that the strip of land adjacent to the Reserve forms part of that reserve, as was their claim for a declaration that any part of the strip included in the 1908 surrender was within the reserve prior to this surrender.

Although Justice Fregeau found the oral history evidence to be given by one of the three elders to be admissible, the caution in his judgment demonstrates that he understands paragraph 39 of the Mitchell decision as providing a “warning” or caveat to the more “generous” approach to oral history evidence articulated in Delgamuukw.
F. R v Dickson

Most recently, Justice Andreassen at the Provincial Court of Alberta in 2017 held that the oral history evidence of Elder and former Chief of the Mohawk of Kahnawake, Andrew Delisle, was admissible, but was given little weight as a result of its “limited reliability.”97 The applicant, Robbie Dickson, was earlier convicted under Alberta’s Tobacco Tax Act. On the facts of this case, the applicant argued that his convictions were “inconsistent with an aboriginal right to trade in tobacco protected by section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.”98 The main questions to be decided by the Court then were whether the applicant, as a Mohawk of Kahnawake, actually had an Aboriginal right to trade in tobacco and if so, whether or not this right was unjustifiably infringed by provincial legislation. Ultimately, Justice Andreassen held that the applicant did not have the Aboriginal right to trade in tobacco on a commercial scale, and so was not protected under section 35 of the Constitution.99 Further, even if the applicant established this right, he could not prove that it was infringed.

At the outset of the decision, Justice Andreassen acknowledged that “[n]o member of Mohawk society is personally familiar with practices before 1609 … or is alive to describe their culture. They did not keep written histories.”100 As a result, “[i]t would be difficult if not impossible to prove any aboriginal right if the strict rules of evidence were applied.”101 However, citing paragraphs 38, 39, and 51 of the Mitchell decision, Justice Andreassen concluded that this flexible and “more open” approach to the admissibility of evidence must not “be taken too far.”102 Specifically quoting paragraph 39 of Mitchell, Justice Andreassen stated that “‘evidence should not “be artificially strained to carry more weight than it can reasonably support.’”103

Mr. Delisle provided oral history evidence on a range of issues, including on how one becomes a chief,104 the significance and uses of tobacco,105 and information concerning the land where his ancestors lived in what is now known as eastern Canada.106 He not only described how “like everything else, tobacco is a gift of the Creator,” but also explained that the land his ancestors lived on was plentiful with flint, which was used to create knives, arrowheads and other tools, and was later traded.107 While Justice Andreassen found that Mr. Delisle’s evidence was important in that “it provided a needed perspective on the aboriginal right to trade in tobacco held by the Mohawk people of Kahnawake,” and gave insight into important ancestral practices, it was unreliable as his testimony was evasive and often contradicted expert evidence.108 For example, his assertion that the Mohawks originated in eastern Canada, rather than upstate New York, was proven to be false by both the archaeological and historical record.
and by expert evidence.\textsuperscript{109} In addition, the applicant’s own expert would not go so far as Mr. Delisle to say that the exchange of flint by the Mohawks was in fact trade.\textsuperscript{110} Overall, though Mr. Delisle’s evidence was deemed admissible, it was given little weight compared to the expert and other documentary and archaeological forms of evidence offered by both parties.

V. IMPLICATIONS OF MITCHELL FOR ABORIGINAL TITLE AND RIGHTS CLAIMS

The second question that this article seeks to answer is whether the Mitchell decision makes room for Aboriginal title and/or rights claimants to contest dominant understandings of Indigenous presence in the settler state of Canada based on its application by trial-level court judges. When deemed admissible and given equal and due weight, oral history evidence has the potential to challenge what are deemed to be fixed territorial boundaries. The case law analysis presented above shows that paragraph 39 of the Mitchell decision was used in four out of the six cases to exclude, rather than include, Indigenous oral history evidence. Chief Justice McLachlin’s comments make it more difficult for Indigenous claimants to adduce oral history evidence. The remainder of this article will discuss the consequences that this finding has for Indigenous uses of and control over space in the settler state of Canada. However, before considering the impact of the Mitchell decision specifically, this article will address a few more general points about the relationship between law and space.

According to sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, the law “brings into existence that which it utters,”\textsuperscript{111} often with spatial implications. In the context of disputes about Aboriginal title and rights, this means that judicial pronouncements and the application of legal rules may have the effect of displacing and/or dispossessing Indigenous peoples of their land, preventing them from defending and freely using it, including to exercise their constitutionally-protected rights. For example, in December 2019, Justice Church of the British Columbia Supreme Court extended an injunction against the Wet’suwet’en Nation after members of the Nation set up blockades to prevent the construction of a natural gas pipeline crossing Wet’suwet’en territory.\textsuperscript{112} The Wet’suwet’en argue that this project is not only in violation of their law, but also of the Supreme Court of Canada’s ruling in Delgamuukw, where the Court urged that Aboriginal title be found to exist over a portion of the land where the pipeline is to be built.\textsuperscript{113} However, the claim for title is still outstanding.\textsuperscript{114}
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The law, by way of Justice Church’s decision, operates to reinforce existing colonial spatial relationships in two ways. First, it unquestioningly accepts that the provincial Crown is still the owner of the land as the claim for Aboriginal title over the land is unresolved. As a result, the province can exercise its right to regulate access to that land and right to any benefits flowing from its resources. Effectively, the government of British Columbia can provide the necessary permits to the project proponent to construct the pipeline. Second, the law reinforces a colonial and exploitative relationship toward the land by prioritizing resource extraction and the eventual commodification over any other uses.

In this timely example, the law does not work alone in dispossessing Indigenous peoples. In February 2020, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police enforced the British Columbia Supreme Court’s injunction and arrested many people from the Wet’suwet’en camp. The law, in addition to geographical tools and technologies, such as maps and Geographic Information Systems, was used by police to facilitate the interrelated processes of colonization and dispossession. Indeed, in tracing back to the process of land dispossession in British Columbia during the 19th century, geographer Cole Harris concludes that:

British Columbia could not have been reorganized into colonial space without something like the map. Maps enabled newcomers to locate themselves in this space and find their way around. More than this, maps conceptualized unfamiliar space in Eurocentric terms, situating it within a culture of vision, measurement, and management. Employing a detached vertical perspective, this cartography rendered space as a plan—as a surface.

Further, according to Harris, “outsiders” or colonizers did not necessarily envision the land to be a tabula rasa in making these maps—they knew Indigenous peoples lived in these spaces—but instead they created a “geographical imaginary that ignored [I]ndigenous ways of knowing and recording space.” Maps, along with other bureaucratic tools such as data and statistics, were used to manage people and to parcel and divide up land. Simultaneously, the law worked to legitimize this reorganization of space and the physical removal of land from Indigenous control.

Geographic tools were and continue to be relied on in legal disputes about Aboriginal rights and title by both the Canadian state, including the Crown, and Indigenous claimants. In her work on alternative Indigenous mapping, Kirsten Anker poses the question: “[c]an maps, as one of the master’s tools, ever dismantle the house of colonialism?” Her answer is both yes
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and no. On the one hand, alternative cartographies have been offered by Indigenous peoples to courts to counter dominant assumptions about ownership. On the other hand, there is a continuing risk that “Indigenous understandings of land [will be] reductively captured or misrepresented by this technology.” Likewise, oral histories have the power to be alternative “expressions” of Indigenous presence and relationship to the land, and to bring to the forefront Indigenous peoples’ “mistrust at the hands of the British and Canadian legal systems,” including their loss of land, rights and jurisdiction without their consent. Oral history evidence may also be used to contest what are understood to be fixed territorial boundaries. For example, in Delgamuukw, the oral histories offered by the Gitxsan and Wet’suwet’en presented an alternative understanding of the land and its boundaries as fluid and changing, rather than as rigid and unchanging over space and time. By offering oral history evidence to the courts, Indigenous peoples have the ability to challenge, supplement, and potentially subvert written forms of evidence and maps offered by the Canadian state that are often relied upon as authorities by judicial officials.

Likewise, oral histories have the power to be alternative “expressions” of Indigenous presence and relationship to the land, and to bring to the forefront Indigenous peoples’ “mistrust at the hands of the British and Canadian legal systems,” including their loss of land, rights and jurisdiction without their consent. Oral history evidence may also be used to contest what are understood to be fixed territorial boundaries. For example, in Delgamuukw, the oral histories offered by the Gitxsan and Wet’suwet’en presented an alternative understanding of the land and its boundaries as fluid and changing, rather than as rigid and unchanging over space and time. By offering oral history evidence to the courts, Indigenous peoples have the ability to challenge, supplement, and potentially subvert written forms of evidence and maps offered by the Canadian state that are often relied upon as authorities by judicial officials.

Some Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars, similar to Anker, are skeptical of offering oral histories as evidence in Indigenous land and rights claims. They argue that doing so takes these stories out of the control of the Indigenous peoples who created them and concedes them to the control of white, Canadian judges who distort their meaning and often diminish their value in interpreting them. To these critics, co-opting oral histories and “translating” them into forms that are more readily recognizable to the Canadian colonial legal system allows judges to use them superficially as a way to incorporate an “aboriginal perspective.” However, such uses often do not have the effect of leading to substantive outcomes for Indigenous peoples—that is, exercising full control and jurisdiction over their land.

At the same time, for land title and rights claims to be successful for Indigenous peoples, their lawyers must frame oral history evidence in a way that is cognizable to Canadian judges for it to be heard, despite the “evidentiary constraints” posed by the rule against hearsay. Legal geography scholar Nicholas Blomley uses the term “bracketing” to define the work that goes into framing a legal claim. For Blomley, bracketing “entails the attempt to stabilize and fix a boundary within which interactions take place more or less independently of their
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surrounding context.” Moreover, “[f]or a legal transaction to occur, a space must be marked out within which a subject, object, and set of relations specified as legally consequential are bracketed, and detached from entanglements (ethical, practical, ecological, ontological) that are now placed outside the frame.” A clear example of bracketing can be seen in the British Columbia Supreme Court’s 2004 decision, *William et al v British Columbia et al*, where Justice Vickers set out a framework to determine the admissibility of oral history evidence adduced by the Tsilhqot’in Nation in their ultimate claim for Aboriginal title over land in the Cariboo-Chilcotin region of British Columbia. In this case, the lawyers for the Indigenous claimants had to ensure that the evidence fit within this frame in order to be considered by the court.

By engaging in bracketing, lawyers for Indigenous claimants and judicial officials create circumstances in which oral histories may be misconstrued. Bracketing is problematic in the context of oral history specifically, because it forces lawyers to fit these evidentiary sources into judicially-created frameworks or categories to be seen as reliable, and therefore worthy of due consideration. Sources that do not fit within these categories are discounted by judges as “legend” or as rooted in subjective belief, and therefore, are not admissible as evidence.

Still, without offerings of oral history evidence, claims about Indigenous presence and land use as presented by the Canadian state go unchallenged in courts. By offering oral history evidence, Indigenous claimants can challenge existing colonial spatial relationships and allow for alternative “visualisations” of space and its uses to emerge. As argued by late Gitxsan leader, Medig’m Gyamk, even where a court case does not lead to a “win” for the Indigenous party, there are still benefits to bringing these kinds of claims: the history of the claimants is now on the record, and they have directly challenged the legitimacy of the Canadian legal system, as well as the concentration of power in the settler state.

Though all the trial-level decisions presented in Part IV can be read as acts of resistance by Indigenous peoples, the decision in *Couchiching FN* is a clear example of Indigenous contestation of dominant understandings of presence on the land using oral history evidence. In that case, Elder Fred Major’s oral history evidence was used to challenge claims made to the land by the settler state through their expert. In *Couchiching FN*, Justice Fregeau broadly framed the issue as follows: “among the myriad issues and impediments confronting the Dominion government in accomplishing its goals of European settlement, development and
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a national transportation system, one was fundamental – what was now Canada encompassed the traditional homelands of Canada’s Aboriginal peoples.”137 A way that this “impediment” was dealt with was through signing treaties between the Crown and Aboriginal peoples to allow for the Canadian government to secure land across the country and further enable colonial expansion. One of these treaties, Treaty 3, was at the center of the dispute between the First Nation and the Canadian government in Couchiching FN.

As mentioned previously, the issue in this case was whether a strip of land formed part of the Agency One Reserve as a reserve created pursuant to Treaty 3, and therefore belonging to the Couchiching First Nation rather than the Crown. Relying primarily on expert evidence from Canada, Justice Fregeau found that it was not. However, Elder Fred Major’s oral history evidence was used, in part, to refute a government expert’s assertion that none of the reports he reviewed showed that the strip of land, which included a shoreline, was used by the Ojibway. Accordingly, Justice Fregeau stated:

> The record establishes that this reserve site had been used historically by the Ojibway, on an occasional basis, as a camping ground utilized by them during their “seasonal rounds”. In the course of doing so, it is obvious the Ojibway would have required the use of the shoreline at this site, just as they would have required the use of the shoreline at countless other locations where they camped within the region.

> The Ojibway travelled exclusively by water for at least six months of the year. Fishing was critical to their existence. I fail to see how they could effectively travel by water from one location to another, camp and fish without access to and use of the shoreline. This finding is consistent with the oral history evidence of Fred Major, found at paragraphs 76 to 79.138

Though not a consequential part of the decision, Mr. Major’s oral history evidence works to refute claims to the land made by the settler state through their expert. It actively challenges dominant understandings of Ojibway presence on the land and presents a counter-visualization of the space to the one offered by the settler state. As Sarah Keenan argues, Indigenous claims to land reveal “cracks in [the] law” by unsettling and potentially subverting notions of whose land it is in the first place.139 Despite this momentary recognition of Indigenous presence in Couchiching FN, Justice Fregeau’s decision ultimately reinforces existing spatial relationships in finding that the strip of land was not part of the Agency One Reserve. Here, the law has clear material impacts on space, as Justice Fregeau’s judicial pronouncement restricts Indigenous control over and use of the land, while re-asserting the control and jurisdiction of the Crown.

As seen in the preceding paragraphs, Indigenous claimants continue to resist colonial spatializations by offering oral history evidence regardless of whether it is deemed admissible and/or given any weight. However, bringing these kinds of claims is only one of many forms of resistance used by Indigenous peoples to challenge the Canadian state. Following the Supreme Court’s decision in Delgamuukw, Medig’m Gymk declared: “[w]e never ever saw

---
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it as the only thing we were ever going to do. Never. It was only one of the ways we sought to achieve justice in our territories. And it was important, if not more important, to pursue other avenues to resolve our issues.’ 140 Indigenous peoples were—and continue to be—engaging in a variety of acts of resistance without judicial invitation from the Supreme Court of Canada.

CONCLUSION

This article sought to answer two main questions. First, it aimed to understand how the Supreme Court of Canada’s Mitchell decision has been operationalized by trial-level courts in the context of Aboriginal rights and title disputes where the claimants have sought to adduce oral history evidence. Second, it asked whether, based on its use by trial-level courts, this decision opened up space for Aboriginal title and rights claimants to contest dominant understandings of Indigenous presence. More specifically, it looked at how trial-level court decisions used paragraph 39 of Mitchell to determine the admissibility and/or weight of Indigenous oral history. The most significant finding of this article is that the Mitchell decision has been used to tighten the admission and uses of oral history evidence. In a concluding section, this article suggested that by taking a more restrictive approach in Mitchell, the Supreme Court has made it more difficult for Indigenous claimants to use oral history to counter dominant understandings of Indigenous presence and relationships to land.
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